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Port of San Francisco
a Model Rail Radio Garage Layout Contest Entry by Dave Falkenburg

My entry into the “garage” layout contest is named Port of San Francisco.  As I’ve become obsessed with this area of SF, I have used the 
historical track diagrams along with some “on the hoof” research to create a compressed version of the prototype. The era is set between 
1956 and 1985— before 1955 the ATSF yard was configured differently, and after 1985 all rail operation had ceased in the area.

Four distinct railroads are represented:

1) ATSF in China Basin Yard, including 3-track car ferry
2) State tracks on Belt Pier 50 and Pier 54 (switched by ATSF, but accounted for separately)
3) Southern Pacific “Mission Bay” staging and Interchange Yard
4) Western Pacific 25th Street Yard, also featuring a car ferry— WP operations were less busy than ATSF, so this yard is more compressed.

The Joint SP/ATSF Track on Illinois Street, including many industries.  In real life, the ATSF and Santa Fe traded off responsibilities of serving 
the industries in alternating 5 year stints— each railroad also sharing trackage rights with the WP south of 25th street.

The layout is focused on keeping 1-4 folks busy— up to two yardmasters, an Illinois Street switcher, and a harbormaster in charge of the car 
floats and staging.

Rolling Stock will be a mix of Flatcars, Tank Cars, Gondolas, Boxcars, and a few refrigerated cars for handling “chicken bits” for one of the WP 
offline industries.
Motive Power for the ATSF yard will be Alco S-2 and/or an SW-1500.  Motive power for the Illinois Street Local will either be an additional 
ATSF engine, or and SP MP15 or H12-44. WP utilized Geeps or and SW1500.

Thoughts on Operation
A typical session will be coordinated by the Harbormaster, who will stage trains at the start of the session, placing cars in the ATSF/SP 
interchange and by loading the appropriate car floats.  Spotting cars for “Potrero Hill” and “Mission Bay” staging tracks, as well as a staged 
WP local are also in his bailiwick. My belief is that the harbormaster’s primary job is coordinating the flow of the session.  The number of 
incoming car floats is under control and can be modulated to match the crew.  A large desk in which rolling stock and waybills are stored is the 
domain of the harbormaster— presumably in a large rolling tool cabinet.  I’ve represented by a 30” x 72” box on my track plan.

As this is a yard-centric Rail/Marine layout, one of the primary responsibilities for the yardmasters is to perform unloading of incoming, and 
loading of outgoing ferries.

In addition to handling the Pier 52 car float, the ATSF Yard Job needs to tear down and/or put together the Illinois Street local.  Once the local 
departs, the yardmaster will handle moving cars in and out of the State Belt tracks (Pier 50 & 54), Tidewater Oil, China Basin Team track, and 
Western Car Loading, an LCL facility adjacent to the yard.  As you can probably guess this job is the “1-man” option which allows the layout 
owner to kick cars around until they are ready to go to bed, or otherwise interrupted from their hobby enjoyment.

The WP is a lean operation, so once the first car float is unloaded, if additional work is desired, the yard switcher runs up the 25th street track 
to fetch a additional cars from staging. The WP yardmaster is responsible for spotting cars for by the Illinois Street local (a.k.a. “The Hill Job”).  
Depending on how efficient the yardmaster is, cars will either move later on in the session, or much of the shuffling will be prep work for the 
next session.  If the harbormaster is feeling lucky, he can ask the WP to switch additional industries on Illinois Street.

The Illinois Street local will depart China Basin, pick up any cars in the ATSF/SP interchange, potentially switching Union Oil.  It will then head 
southbound past 25th Street, crossing the WP tracks.  The next part of the job can be thought of as the “shuffling interlude".  Cars destined for 
industries “up the hill” (e.g., Pacific Metals, etc.) are swapped out in the "Potrero Hill” staging track, and any pickups are grabbed from the 
other ATSF staging track. The local will then head southbound again, run around itself and work the remaining trailing point industries (the bulk 
of the switching) before heading back to the China Basin yard— and cars bound for the SP will be left in the ATSF/SP interchange yard.

Track Plan:
The N Scale track plan featured here is based upon a 17 foot wide, by 12 foot deep space.  This is smaller than the largest available 22’ x 12’ 
space, as I wanted to constrain myself a bit more than I did in the shelf layout contest in 2012.  It should be possible to extend the layout by 
several feet in order to possibly add Pier 48 from the prototype, or the ATSF TOFC platform as an additional expansion.  There should be a 
12” grid visible in the plan if printed at full scale (one 8-1/2" x 11” sheet)

The primary departure from reality (other than compression) is that South of China Basin yard (and again South of 25th Street) we bend the 
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The primary departure from reality (other than compression) is that South of China Basin yard (and again South of 25th Street) we bend the 
track 90º to fit the available space.  The track configuration of the State Belt has also been simplified.

The “Mission Bay” and “Potrero Hill” tracks are intended to be hidden from view using building flats an scenery, but otherwise accessible.  
Staging which is attached at the 25th street mainline of the WP is intended to be below grade on a shelf below the “visible track”.  Care was 
taken to ensure 2+ cars available at every industry, and a full 30” piece of flex track was used to maximize drill tracks.  Train size will typically 
be small on this layout, but I didn’t want to have to compromise and force multiple switch backs to move a cut of cars (a problem with my shelf 
layout of the same area)

Track is color coded, with RED representing SP, BLUE representing ATSF, Orange for the State Belt, GREEN for the WP, and GREY for jointly 
operated right of way.  Track is drawn with Rail Modeller, and #7 turnouts have been used throughout the plan.

Pale 30” circles represent typical operator locations. I realize that there are some railroaders larger than this— but I’ve maintained a 3’ aisle 
way throughout the plan (limiting Pier 54 to 2 spots as a result).

A Selection of Prototype Photos (taken in late 2013):



Pier 52 ATSF Car Float in foreground, Pier 50 (Mission Rock Pier) in background

Illinois Street @ 16th, Remnants of Street Track
(spur to China Basin yard is RH turnout facing us, and LH turnout to Pier 70 Slip #4 is in background)



(spur to China Basin yard is RH turnout facing us, and LH turnout to Pier 70 Slip #4 is in background)

Former American Can Company Building



Union Iron Works @ Pier 70 (former track buried in asphalt)



Union Iron Works Slip #4 @ Pier 70 

Reference Track Diagrams
China Basin Yard (via ATSF CLIC Book)

Illinois Street (via Southern Pacific SPINS book)



Western Pacific 25th Street Yard


